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Nekovalkyrja Re-integration Plan

Proposal #58: Nekovalkyrja Re-Integration Plan was submitted to the Senate of Yamatai by Ketsurui
Ayame in YE 27 this proposal failed and was resubmitted by Ketsurui Yui were it was defeated again.

Later it was passed via #62 Species Management Plan.

Purpose:

To reduce the percentage of Nekovalkyrja in the Yamatai Star Empire's population. The large-scale1.
wars fought by the Star Army have resulted in a massive increase of the population, almost
exclusively in the Nekovalkyrja species. Nekovalkyrja are for the most part good people, but they
are designed for war, not for civilian life, and their superiority has causes much discomfort for non-
Nekovalkyrja people.
To revisit the Human species and create a new “Yamataian” species that will become the new2.
standard race of the Empire, incorporating enough elements of the Nekovalkyrja that NH-22C and
NH-17R nekos will not be significantly “downgraded” but doing away with features not needed in
everyday life like hemosynthesis (besides healing), stealth, and full anti-gravity control.

Proposal:

Create a new genetics agency dedicated to the Nekovalkyrja and disallow any other entity to be1.
involved with modification of Nekovalkyrja genetics.
Create a new genetics agency dedicated to the creation and service of the Yamataian (human-like)2.
species.
Offer free, easily available upgrades from any other species to Yamataian, possibly through the3.
PANTHEON's nodal system.
Gradually phase out the Nekovalkyrja from roles better served by Yamataians (science, medical,4.
and most other jobs, whereas combat and piloting should keep Nekovalkyrja).
Dissolve the Nekovalkyrja War Fleets after major combat operations end, and limit all future fleets5.
to under 5,000 starships.
Design future Star Army of Yamatai and civilian vessels with Yamataians in mind.6.

OOC Notes

Proposal #58: Nekovalkyrja Re-Integration Plan was posted by Wes on 19 Nov 2004. Kim created this
article on 2018/01/05 21:26.
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